TRAVEL SECURITY
Our services are designed to provide you
and your employees with the confidence
that all of your security requirements have
been met while in a foreign country.

PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT
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With the increasing mobility of today’s
workforce, work-related traveling has
become widespread. As their employees
are traveling more and more, companies
should be aware of their duty of care, the
responsibility for the well-being of these
employees from both a moral and legal
perspective. From a security standpoint,
some destinations are more dangerous
than others because of political unrest,
high crime rates, or natural disaster risks.
However, common safety issues such as
medical emergencies, injuries, and car
accidents will always be present regardless
of the location.

years of field experience, our agents
provide a service of utmost professionalism
with the desired level of visibility or
discretion.

Because of this, organizations should
always have their employees’ safety in
mind when they send them abroad, as
prevention and preparation are the best
ways to avoid unpleasant surprises.

TRAVEL SECURITY TRAINING

ADVANCE WORK

Good travel security always starts with
proper, thorough advance work. This
includes itinerary review, accommodation
assessments and reservations, route
planning and vehicles, organization of
communications, visas/passports/permits
arrangements, etc.

SECURITY DETAIL

The security detail is the team that will be
providing your employees with continuous
protection, direction, and support. With a
good knowledge of the travel destination,
ability to speak the local language, and

TRANSPORTATION

Navigating in foreign locations can be
a stressful and hazardous experience.
With the services of our trained drivers,
our clients have the guarantee that all of
their transportation needs are met with
security and efficiency. Depending on the
destination and risk level, escort vehicles
can also complete the detail for additional
security and peace of mind.

Proactive Risk Management offers training
for executives and security professionals
alike. With our program, executives can
learn emergency procedures and best
practices for safety abroad, as well as
develop operational security skills by
experiencing different types of scenarios in
a controlled simulation environment.
For more advanced needs, we have our
10-day international protection specialist
training program geared towards security
professionals. This intensive 10-day
program consists of 5 days of training in
the USA and 5 days of training in Central
America, where trainees develop highlevel skills in logistics, advance, tactics, and
field operations. Our trainers are seasoned
professionals with experience in local,
state, and federal government agencies.
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Travel Risks
 Unfamiliarity with location,
environment, weather
Accidents, illness, unfamiliar
medical system
Language and cultural barriers
Legal issues and corrupt officials
Our Travel Security service provides
our clients with a complete range
of measures that will ensure your
employees’ safety while traveling
abroad.
Before departure, our team of
professionals will assess the risk
level of the destination, identify
possible threats, and develop a
clear surveillance and incident
response protocol suiting your
needs.
During the trip, we will provide
on-site security and coordinate
our operations with local law
enforcement and emergency
service providers in order to
identify threats, provide guidance,
and ensure that the proper
emergency response is carried
out, if needed.
info@parminc.com - www.parminc.com

